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We give two local asymptotic minimax bounds for models which admit a local quadratic approximation 
at every parameter point, but are not necessarily locally asymptotically normal or mixed normal. Such 
parameter points appear as critical points for stochastic process models exhibiting both stationary and 
explosive behavior. The first result shows that, for estimators normalized with the random Fisher 
information, the classical bound for the mixed normal case remains valid. However, the bound is not 
attained by asymptotically centering estimators. The second result refers to filtered models. It gives a 
sharp bound for estimators based on observing the path of a process until the random Fisher information 
exceeds a given constant. 
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1. Introduction 
Many families of stochastic processes of interest in statistics exhibit qualitatively 
different behavior for different values of the parameter. Examples are autoregressive 
processes and their continuous time Ornstein-Uhlenbeck counterparts, branching 
processes, and population processes. In such examples, is it possible to give 
asymptotic bounds on the variance of estimators for all parameters? Are these 
bounds attainable? Which estimators attain them simultaneously for all parameters? 
To tackle these questions, let us first consider the possible approximations to 
statistical models in general. Let 0 c R, and let {Pi: 0 E 0) be a sequence of models 
on measurable spaces (a”, 9”). Fix 0 E 0. Then there is usually a rate r, + ~0 such 
that the log-likelihood log(dPz+,I, /dP”,) admits a quadratic approximation u W” - 
~u2S” with ( W”, S”) converging in distribution to ( W, S), say. The random variable 
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S” can be thought of as the normalized Fisher information. Then, by an interesting 
result of Jeganathan (1980), for Lebesgue-almost all parameters 6 the sequence of 
models is locally asymptotically mixed normal (LAMN). This means that we can 
write W = S”*Z with Z standard normal independent of S. The case where S is 
non-random is called LAN. A critical point is a parameter where LAMN does not 
hold. 
As an example consider the AR(l) process 
xi = ex,_, + Ei, 
with X0 = 0 and Ei independent standard normal. If we set 8 = 1 and r, = n, there 
is a quadratic approximation with ( W”, S”) converging in distribution to 
(5: 4 d&, I: B: ds), w h ere B is standard Brownian motion. 
For LAMN parameter points, a local asymptotic minimax bound for the risk of 
the normalized error r,,( in - 0) of an estimator e^” was obtained by Jeganathan 
(1983). The bound is attained if and only if the estimator is asymptotically centering 
in the sense that its normalized error is approximated by (S”))’ W”. For all these 
results we refer also to the exposition in Jeganathan (1988). A highly readable 
introduction to the decision theoretic background is the book of LeCam and Yang 
(1990). 
A corresponding local asymptotic minimax bound holds for the randomly normal- 
ized error r,,(S”)“*( /?” - 0). The latter version is, perhaps, less satisfactory from a 
decision theoretic point of view. We will show in Section 2 that it remains valid 
even at non-LAMN points. However, asymptotically centering estimators are not 
efficient at such parameter points. 
In Section 3 we describe a local asymptotic minimax bound which is sharp and 
is attained by asymptotically centering estimators even at critical points. The result 
requires a filtration .???‘, t E [0, 11, in 9”, and a quadratic approximation u WY -$u*S: 
to the log-likelihood of the restrictions of Pi+,], and Pi to S: such that the 
processes (W”, S”) converge in distribution to processes ( W, S). Let @ be an 
adapted process. Regard e^: as an estimator on S:. We obtain a local asymptotic 
minimax bound for the normalized error r,, (8;: - 0) with T: the time when the 
normalized Fisher information process S” first exceeds t. 
2. Randomly normalized estimators 
Let 0 c R be open. Let (a”, 9”, Pz , 0 E 0) be a sequence of models. Let 
A:, = log(dP:/dP;) 
denote the log-likelihood between r and 8 at stage n. The log-likelihood often 
admits a quadratic approximation in the following sense. 
Definition. The sequence of models is locally asymptotically quadratic (LAQ) at 8 
if there exist random sequences W” and S” > 0 a.s. and a positive sequence r,, + 00 
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such that, for each bounded sequence of numbers u,, 
and 
(W”, S”)+(W S) in Pi-distribution, 
where W and S are random variables on a measurable space (CC!, 9, P) with S > 0 a.s. 
and Ep exp(uW-iu*S) = 1. 
The sequence of models is called locally asymptotically Brownian functional 
(LABF) if W = (A F, dB, and S = ]A Fa ds with B a standard Brownian motion and 
F a predictable process with respect to some filtration in SC It is called locally 
asymptotically mixed normal (LAMN) if W = S”2B1 with B, standard normal 
independent of S, and locally asymptotically normal (LAN) if, in addition, S is 
non-random. 
The LABF property, or rather a slightly more general version, was introduced by 
Phillips (1989) under the name ‘locally Gaussian functional’ (LGF). He describes 
a collection of models with this property. See also Phillips (1988). The property is 
further discussed by Jeganathan (1988). An example is given below. 
Write A(u) = uW--$?S. Notice that one can write 
expA(u)=q(S-“2W-uS”2)/q(S-1’2W) (2.1) 
with q the standard normal density function. Define P, by 
dP, = exp A(u) dP (2.2) 
Remark. The family of probability measures P, has likelihoods of the form 
dP,ldP = q(y- uP)lq(y). 
Such a family, with q, -y, r arbitrary, has been called a (-y, r)-model by Shiryaev 
(1991). 
Let L denote the family of bounded, symmetric, bowl-shaped loss functions on 
the real line. Let hb denote the uniform distribution on the interval [-b, 61. For the 
following local asymptotic minimax result for randomly normalized estimators we 
need two additional assumptions on the limit model P,,, u E R. For some positive 
&b, cb with Eb + 0 and &bob + 00, 
I P,{(S-'W(>b-Cb}hb(dU)~O, b+m, (2.3) 
P,{S”‘~E~}&,(dl+O, b+m. (2.4) 
One can check that (2.3) and (2.4) hold in the LAMN case if Ebb+OO and cb/b+ 0 
and the mixing variable S”’ has a finite expectation. 
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Theorem 1. Suppose the sequence of models is LAQ at 13 with (2.3) and (2.4). Let 
1 E L, and let 8’ be a sequence of estimators. Then 
lim lim inf sup J!?,+,,~ L1 
b-m n 
--1 I(r,,(S”)“2(e^” -(O+ ri’u))) 2 El(&). 
(ulsb 
The proof is given at the end of this section. 
Definition. If the sequence of models is LAQ at 0, an estimator-sequence $’ is called 
asymptotically centering (AC) at 0 if 
r,(e^“--O)-(S”)-‘W”=o,;(l). 
As noted in the Introduction, Theorem 1 is known for LAMN models, and in 
this case an estimator-sequence is locally asymptotically minimax if and only if it 
is AC. In general, ( Sn)-“2 W” is not asymptotically normal, and hence AC estimators 
will not be locally asymptotically minimax. The following example illustrates this. 
Example. Consider the AR( 1) process 
xi = exi_l + Ei, 
with X0 = 0 and &i independent standard normal. Let the model P;f , 0 E 0, be given 
by the laws of (X,, . . . , X,,). The log-likelihood at stage n between T and 0 is 
n;,=(7-e) i Xi_lEi-+(7-O)* i: Xf-,. 
i=l i=l 
The rate r,, which gives tightness of A z+r,lU,O and a non-degenerate limit law under 
P”, , and the limit ( W, S) of 
( W”, S”) = (r,’ i1 xi-lsi, r,’ j, xi-~), 
depend on 0 as follows. 
For )8\<1 set r,,=(n/(l-02))“2 to obtain LAN with (W,S)=(B,,l). 
For [0l> 1 set r,, = e”/(O’- 1) to obtain LAMN with ( W, S) = (NB,, N2), where 
N and B, are independent standard normal. See Basawa and Koul (1979), Basawa 
and Brockwell (1984). 
For 101 =1 set r,, = n to obtain LABF with 
The points 0 = *l are the critical points. See Phillips (1987a, 1989). 
The least squares or maximum likelihood estimator is 
2 = 5 xi-,xi i x:_,. 
*=1 / i=, 
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Its randomly normalized error, 
has limit distribution B, if /O/-C 1 or if (01> 1, whereas for 10 I= 1 the limit distribution 
is 
which is not normal. Hence the least squares estimator is AC, but for )@I= 1 it does 
not attain the bound in Theorem 1. The asymptotic distribution of the least squares 
estimator in a local neighborhood of lOl= 1 is studied by Chan and Wei (1987) and 
Phillips (1987b). For AR(p) see Jeganathan (1991). In particular, the least squares 
estimator and every AC estimator is not regular. Hence their asymptotic risk depends 
on the local parameters, and we do not expect any bound of the form EZ( Y) for 
some random variable Y to be sharp. 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 1. It is a modification of the proof of Hajek 
(1972) for LAN. Compare also Jeganathan (1983,1988) for LAMN. The proof is 
based on a non-asymptotic minimax result, Proposition 1 below. The proposition 
makes use of the following version of an averaging lemma due to Shiryaev (1991) 
and valid for the more general (7, r)-models defined above. 
Lemma 1. Assume (2.3) and (2.4). Let 1 EL be bounded, and let R be a random 
variable. Then 
F-5 J E,J(S”‘(R - u))&,(du) 
= lim EpU 
b-w J J l(S”*(R - S-’ W+x))q(xS”2) dxS”2A,(du). 
Proof. In the following, approximations hold as b+ 00. Introduce the indicator 
function 
1, = l{(S-’ WI s b-c,, S”2> Eb}. 
By assumptions (2.3) and (2.4), 
J E,l(S”*(R - U))tib(dU) - J E&(S”‘(R - U))&(dU) + 0. 
We have uniformly on I,,, 
J 
b 
q( S-“2 W - xS1’*) dxS”* + 1. 
-b
(2.6) 
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Recalling definition (2.2) of P,, and relation (2.1), we can approximate the right-hand 
term in (2.6) by 
I 
b 
E,Z( s1’2( R - u)) q(s-1’2w-X~1’2) dXS1’2&hb(dU) 
-b 
= Ep(q(S-1’2W-uS1’2)/q(S-1’2W))l(S1’2(R-u)) 
I 
I 
b 
X q(s-1’2w-xs”2) dxS1’21bAb(du) 
-b 
= Ep(q(S-“2W-xS1’2)/q(S-1’2W)) 
I 
I 
b+S-‘W 
X l(S”2(R --s-l w+ U))q(Us”‘) dUS”2&,hb(dX). (2.7) 
-b+S-' W 
We have uniformly on Ib, 
I lu-S-’ Wl>b l(S1’2(R-S-1W+u))q(uS1’2)duS”2+0. 
Recalling again definition (2.2) of P, and relation (2.1), we can approximate the 
last term in (2.7) by 
I i 
E pX /(S1’2(R -S-’ W+ U))q(Us”*) dUS1’2&,(dX). 
As in (2.6) we can now cancel Ib, and the proof is finished. 0 
Proposition 1. Assume (2.3) and (2.4). Let 1 E L, and let R be a random variable. Then 
lim sup E,l( S1’2( R - u)) 2 El(&). 
b-+* I+b 
Proof. we have 
sup E,Z( S”‘( R - u)) 3 
Iul=sb 
E,I(S”‘( R - u))A,(dU). 
According to Lemma 1, the right-hand side has the same limit, as b + 00, as 
I I EP” I(S1’2( R - S-’ W-c x))q(xS”‘) dxS1’2hb(du). 
By Anderson’s lemma, this is bounded below by 
l(x)q(x) dxA,(du) = El(&). 
To obtain the assertion we now take the limit as b+oo. q 
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Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume that R” = r,(e^” - 0) is tight and that 
( W”, S”, R”) + ( W, S, R) in Pi-distribution. By an appropriate version of LeCam’s 
third lemma (see, e.g., LeCam and Yang, 1990, Proposition 1, p. 22), uniformly for 
u in bounded sets, 
E,+,~~,l((S”)“2(R”-u))+EpuI(S”2(R-u)). 
The assertion now follows from our Proposition 1. 0 
As noted by LeCam (private communication), a different proof of Theorem 1 can 
be obtained by modifying the argument in LeCam and Yang (1990, Lemma 2, p. 82). 
Then assumption (2.3) is not needed. 
3. Time-changed estimator processes 
In this section we introduce filtered models and a particular form of likelihoods 
which are stochastic processes in time. To begin we motivate and illustrate the 
meaning of the general definitions using the AR( 1) process 
xi = f9Xi_’ + Ei, 
with X0= 0 and .si independent standard normal. For each n E N we define the 
retimed processes 
x: = n 1’2X[“,l ) By = n-l’* C ei, t 2= 0, 
i=l 
and the filtration IF” = (S:),,, generated by X”, 
a:={X:,s~t}=(T{X,,i~nt}. 
The log-likelihood process at stage n and time t between T and 0 is 
I 
f 
n&=(7-e) X: dB:-;(r-8)* 
I 
’ (Xi)’ ds. 
0 0 
For 0 = 1 and r = n-‘u we have r - 0 = n-‘u. It is known that under 0 = 1, similarly 
to (2.5), 
( J 
. 
n 
-1 X,” dB: , n-* 
0
J~(x:)*d~)-(ldB*dB,,J~B:ds) 
in distribution. We capture this phenomenon in a general definition, a stochastic 
process version of LABF. 
Let 0 c Iw be open. Let (n”, 9”, IF” = (.??y)lao, P;f , 8 E 0) be a sequence of filtered 
models. Write P& for the restriction of Pz to S: . The log-likelihood process A $ at 
stage n between r and 0 is defined by 
AFot,, = log(dP:,/dP;f,). 
We now introduce functional versions of LAQ and LABF as follows. 
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Definition. We call the sequence of filtered models functionally LAQ at 8 if there 
exist processes W” and S” > 0 as. and a positive sequence r,, + 00 such that, for 
each bounded sequence of numbers u, and all t > 0, 
sup A ;f+r,1u,,8,s -[Unw:-;u;s:] =op;;(l) (3.1) 
ssr 
and 
(W”, S”)+(Y S) in Pi-distribution, (3.2) 
where W and S are processes on a filtered probability space (0, 9, [F = (9,)tzo, P) 
with S,>Oa.s. and E,exp(uW,-$*S,)=l for all ta0. 
We call the sequence of filtered models functionally LABF if W, = 5: F, dB, and 
S, = 5: Fz ds for a predictable process E 
The following local asymptotic minimax result refers to estimator processes dn, 
i.e., to adapted processes such that, for any stopping time T, the random variable 
f?“, can be viewed as an estimator on 9” =. Such an estimator process in the AR( 1) 
example is the least squares estimator process I?’ defined by 
e^: =[&-,xi y xf_,. 
i=l I i=l 
Theorem 2. Suppose the sequence ofjltered models is functionally LAQ at 0, with W 
a continuous local martingale, S equal to the quadratic variation (W) of W, and S 
strictly increasing to infinity a.s. Let 1 E L, and let c?’ be a sequence of estimator 
processes. For each n EN and t 2 0 let 
T: = inf{s, S: > t}. 
Then 
lim lim inf sup E 
b-cc n 
e+r;d(r,(@-: -(O-t r;‘U)))~ E4&,,). 0 
lulsb 
The proof of Theorem 2 follows immediately from the following lemma, according 
to which the filtered model time-changed by T” is (functionally) LAN, so that the 
classical local asymptotic minimax theorem applies. 
Lemma 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, for each bounded sequence of numbers 
u, and all t > 0, 
SuPIn z+r,l”“,B,T: - [U,W+fU2,s]~=Op~(l) (3.3) 
*=r 
and 
W”,m + B in P”,-distribution. (3.4) 
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Proof. Let E, Do and C, be the subsets of the Skorohod space D on [0, ~0) consisting 
of the functions which are unbounded above and nonnegative at 0, nondecreasing, 
and strictly increasing and continuous, respectively. The first passage time function, 
mapping x E E into x-i E D, defined by 
x* -’ = inf{s, x, > t}, 
is continuous at each strictly increasing function (Whitt, 1980, Theorem 7.2). 
From (3.2) we obtain S”+ S in Pa-distribution. By assumption, S is strictly 
increasing to infinity a.s. Since W is continuous a.s., so is S. Hence the sequence 
of first passage time functions T” defined in Theorem 2 converges in P;f-distribution 
to the first passage time function T of S, defined by 
T, = inf{s, S, > t}. 
In particular, S, equals Z, the identity function on [0, CO). We obtain that S”,,* + 1 
in P’fj-distribution and hence in P;f-probability. Assertion (3.3) now follows from 
(3.1). 
The mapping (y, x) + y, is continuous at (y, x) E D x C, (Whit& 1980, Theorem 
3.1). Since S E C, a.s., we have T E C,, a.s. Together with (3.2) and continuity of the 
first passage time function we obtain that W”,.+ W, in P;1-distribution. Since 
( W,) = ST. = Z, we have W, = B and hence assertion (3.4). 0 
Definition. If the sequence of filtered models is functionally LAQ at 8, we call a 
sequence of estimator process $” functionally AC at 0 if, for all t > 0, 
sup/&&!- e)-(s;)-‘w:J=o,&l). 
SSf 
Remark. As seen from Lemma 2, the filtered model observed up to T: is LAN at 
0. Hence, as noted in the Introduction, the corresponding estimators &: are locally 
asymptotically minimax if and only if they are AC. Here this means that 
r,(6”,:-e)-t-‘W;:=op;(l). 
Clearly, this holds if e^” is functionally AC. 
Remark. Theorem 2 gives a local asymptotic minimax bound if the path of the 
estimator is observed until the normalized Fisher information process S” exceeds 
a prescribed constant. Since S” depends on the parameter, the stopping times T: 
cannot be used for a sequential procedure. It is, however, possible to replace T: 
by an estimator ?: without affecting the asymptotic behavior of the estimator $2. 
See Greenwood and Wefelmeyer (1993). This is particularly simple for an AR( 1) 
process. There the (non-normalized) Fisher information process I:=, XT-i does not 
depend on 0. The normalizing rate rn( 0) is easy to estimate. We note that the least 
squares estimator computed when the (non-normalized) Fisher information process 
exceeds c is uniformly asymptotically normal (Lai and Siegmund, 1983) and 
asymptotically minimax (Greenwood and Shiryaev, 1989, 1992) on 101 s 1, as c tends 
to infinity. 
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